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Figure 4: B-quark energy fraction of top-jet.
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Figure 5: Energy fraction of more energetic jet in pair with smallest kT measure (parton level).

b-quark will be the harder of the two. Remarkably, the rest of the time, when the smallest
kT distance is between the two W decay products, the distribution of the harder jet’s
energy fraction is constant between the two chiralities (Fig. 6).

To compute this in practice one can use the following procedure:

• Cluster the event with a reasonably sized cone (!R ! 0.7) and select a top candidate.

• Take the cells clustered into the top candidate and recluster them using a smaller
cone (!R ! 0.2). Explain why we can’t use small cones at the beginning .

2The measure is dependent only on the pT of the light flavor quark and the angular separation between

the two quarks. Very rarely will the b-quark’s pT set the scale of the distance measure.
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Takeaway Points

! We have a new way to measure the chirality of hadronically decaying 
boosted tops.

! This is done without b-tagging or W-reconstruction.

! Basically, we construct three subjets in a top-jet, use a set procedure to 
guess which is the b-jet, and look at its energy fraction.

! This seems to be robust against the effects of showering & 
hadronization.



Measuring the Chirality

! Models of new BSM physics usually involve chiral couplings to the 
top.

! The top quark decays before hadronization - polarization information 
is preserved.

! By measuring the chirality of the top we can probe its couplings to 
new physics.



Hadronic Decay Modes

! Normally we look at semi-leptonic top decays to measure chirality 
(signal is clean)

! However, there are a number of reasons to look at hadronic decays:  

! We don’t need to assume a production mechanism

! Chirality information isn’t diluted in more complicated processes

! No new sources of missing energy are introduced



! We can look at both sides of X! t t-bar production (useful in 

measuring the spin of X)

! No issues with lepton isolation & b-tagging

! Increased statistics

! Could help with top-tagging:

! A signal with hadronic tops would be more striking if we saw a 

correlation with chirality

! New discovery channels are always good



! In general, the chirality of a decaying top will affect most kinematic 
observables.  

! When we investigate a boosted top jet we can try to identify subjets† 

or we can look to jet shapes*.  Both of these are sensitive to chirality.

! Here we’ll focus on using subjets, although jet shapes (like planar-
flow) show promise.

Looking Inside Top-Jets

† See the paper by J. Thaler & L.-T. Wang (0806.0023) and M. Schwartz’ talk at this workshop (based on 0806.0848) 
for more discussion on top subjets.  

*See  G. Perez’ talk (based on 0807.0234) for a discussion of jet shapes in boosted tops



B-quark Energy Fraction

! The energy fraction of the top carried by the b-quark is sensitive to 
the top chirality.  

! For a right handed top, the b will decay as

for the specified W polarization and ! the angle between the b and the 
top in the top rest frame (for left handed just flip the sign of cos). 

P0(cos !bt) =
1
2
(1! cos !), P!(cos !bt) =

1
2
(1 + cos !)



! The fraction of the top decaying into each W polarization is

(you can see this from the Goldstone equivalence theorem - the 

longitudinal mode couples as the mass of the top)

! Finally, we convert from angular distributions to energy fractions fb 
(in the boosted frame) via
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How can we measure this?



No b-tagging

! B-tagging at high energies can be inefficient, and it will probably take 
a while for efficiencies to be well understood (especially b-tagging in 
collimated jets).

! We will try to get as far as we can without b-tagging.
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Figure 1: Left: b-tagging e!ciency obtained with the IP3D+SV1 tagging algorithm operating at a fixed cut on the b-tagging

weight for tt events versus jet pT and jet |!| respectively[1]. Right: Rejection of light jets versus b-jet e!ciency for tt events

and for the following tagging algorithms: JetProb, IP2D, IP3D, IP3D+SV1, IP3D+JetFitter[1].

from the secondary vertex position exceeds some cut value (SV0 ). Another tagger (JetProb) uses the negative

side of the (transverse) IP significance distribution as obtained from prompt tracks to calculate the probability

of compatibility of the tracks in the jet with the primary vertex. This probability is then used as jet weight.

As this tagger uses only information from prompt tracks it is expected to be simpler to calibrate than the more

sophisticated likelihood ratio taggers, which in addition use reference distributions for b-jets. A more sophisticated

impact parameter based tagger, that uses likelihood ratios, called IPxD, utilises the distributions of the IP significance

as calculated in the longitudinal projection (IP1D), the transverse projection (IP2D) or a combination of both in

two-dimensional histograms (IP3D). Both IPxD and JetProb divide all tracks into categories with dedicated reference

distributions before calculating the jet weight to improve the performance.

One secondary-vertex tagger (SV1/2 ) fits inclusive secondary vertices and builds the jet weight from several one-

or more-dimensional variable distributions like vertex mass, energy fraction of the tracks fitted to the vertex to all

tracks in the jet, number of tracks in the vertex and angle between jet direction and B hadron flight direction as

estimated from the primary-secondary vertex axis. In addition, the resulting jet weight is combined with the IP3D

tagger. The tagger with the best performance (JetFitter) fits the decay chain of B hadrons, i.e. it fits a common

B/C flight direction along with the position of additional vertices on it. This even includes incomplete topologies

where no vertex could be fitted. The jet weight is calculated similarly to SV1/2, but taking di!erent decay topologies

into account via categories. The JetFitter algorithm can also be combined with IP3D for optimal performance.

Two soft-lepton tagger approaches are pursued at ATLAS. One uses soft muons and one or two dimensional

reference histograms of the muonic pT and the muonic prel
T

. The other uses electrons and relies on the challenging

identification of soft electrons inside jets.

2. PERFORMANCE IN MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS

The performance of the tagging methods is estimated on Monte Carlo simulated events. For the following results

tt events were used, where jets were reconstructed via a seeded cone algorithm based on calorimeter towers with a

jet cone radius of "R = 0.4. A true b-jet is then defined as any reconstructed jet for which there exists at least one

b quark with pT > 5 GeV in a cone of "R = 0.3 around the jet axis. Light jets are jets where neither a b quark nor

c quarks nor tau leptons could be matched to the jet in this way. Furthermore, all jets have to pass the preselection

criteria pT > 15 GeV and |!| < 2.5. Tracks are associated to jets also via a "R criterion with a default value of

"R = 0.4. A snapshot of the expected light jet rejection as a function of the e#ciency can be found for the spatial

2

Taken from 0809.4896



No W Reconstruction

! Distinguishing the two subjets from the W is hard.

! Often, another invariant mass formed is close to mW, and the effects of 
ISR/FSR & hadronization can make choosing the right pair of subjets 
difficult†.

! Again, we’ll see how far we can go without this.

†Pruning (discussed in S. Ellis’ talk on 0903.5081) might help with this.



Robust Subjet Measurements

! So, what can we do well?

! If we identify subjets within a top-candidate usually pretty easy to 
identify the softest of the three (ISR/FSR & hadronization don’t 
change the ordering too much).

! Also, it’s relatively simple to identify the jet centers.



New Procedure

! Take a top jet and form three subjets

! If this results in a very soft jet, discard it and split the hardest jet 
(unwind with kT) 

! Consider the three kT-distances (dij) between the subjets:

! Identify the smallest kT distance (which is determined by relatively 
robust quantities) and consider the energy fraction of the top jet in the 
harder subjet.

dij = min
!
p2

Ti, p
2
Tj

"
!R2

ij



! Part of the time (~ 2/3) this will pick out the b-quark and we will see 

roughly the distribution we saw before:

! Remarkably, the chance of getting the wrong jet is roughly the same 

regardless of the top’s chirality, and the distribution coming from 

incorrectly chosen jets doesn’t vary much between polarizations.
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! Our examples are:

! Generated at parton level by MadGraph

! Showered in Pythia

! Merged into 0.1 ! 0.1 cells

! Clustered with Fastjet (using anti-kT with "R=0.7 or 1.0)

Examples



! Here’s the resulting distribution (at parton level):

! The difference between the two chiralities is striking
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Figure 5: Energy fraction of more energetic jet in pair with smallest kT measure (parton level).

b-quark will be the harder of the two. Remarkably, the rest of the time, when the smallest
kT distance is between the two W decay products, the distribution of the harder jet’s
energy fraction is constant between the two chiralities (Fig. 6).

To compute this in practice one can use the following procedure:

• Cluster the event with a reasonably sized cone (!R ! 0.7) and select a top candidate.

• Take the cells clustered into the top candidate and recluster them using a smaller
cone (!R ! 0.2). Explain why we can’t use small cones at the beginning .

2The measure is dependent only on the pT of the light flavor quark and the angular separation between

the two quarks. Very rarely will the b-quark’s pT set the scale of the distance measure.
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Mistags

! Here’s the distribution resulting from mistags, where you plot the 
energy fraction of a W decay product (parton level):

! The distribution resulting from both chiralities are the same.
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! The distributions are fairly robust against the effects of ISR/FSR and 
hadronization:

Signal Robustness
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Parton-level truth Full simulation (ISR/FSR, hadronization, cells)
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Top-Parter Production

! Consider producing two tops partners (2 TeV) with chiral couplings 
and looking at their decay products (mA=100 GeV).  Here there are 
additional transverse boosts.
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! The cuts need to be tinkered with, but initial results are promising:
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Conclusions

! The top quark preserves chirality information in its decays and is 
useful in studying new physics

! There are many advantages to measuring the chirality in hadronic 
decays

! We can perform this measurement in boosted tops without using b-
tagging or W mass reconstruction through the procedure described 
herein

! Roughly, this lets you see the b-quark energy fraction on top of a 
constant background


